TALK
The Best-selling Language Course
New Edition
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With its fantastic new look, bright new packaging and great new content, our brand new editions of Talk bring our most popular languages bang up to date!
Talk is the BBC ACTIVE bestselling course for absolute beginners. It has a clear, effective approach that will get the learner talking in no time! Whether you are learning for business, travel or just for fun, its clearly structured step by step approach will ensure you are soon able to communicate confidently in a range of everyday situations.

Talk will now be better than ever with extended grammar sections, a handy new two-way glossary, plus Talk Wordpower designed to boost vocabulary - fast. And of course a new bright packaging!

Talk includes:
• 1 full-colour course book
• 2 x 60 mins Audio CDs
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Talk Italian, Talk Spanish, Talk German and Talk French will now come also as complete packs! The Complete Set has everything you need to make the move from absolute beginner to confident language speaker – all in one pack!

Combining the bestselling Talk 1, Talk 2 and Talk Grammar, its enjoyable activities, interactive audio and clear, jargon-free grammar explanations these complete courses will quickly develop your skills and encourage you to make genuine progress right from the start.

**Talk 1** includes a book and 120 minutes of recordings of native speakers. The book in his new edition has several additional features inspired by feedback from users and teachers. There's an extended Grammar section, a two-way glossary covering around 1,000 words and the ever-popular Talk Wordpower designed to improve vocabulary fast!

**Talk 2** is a course designed for post-beginners and learners who have some experience of the language and want to take their studies further. Talk 2 includes a book and 140 mins of audio recordings of native speakers.

**Complete Set includes:**
- 2 x full-colour course books - Talk 1 and Talk 2
- 1 x full-colour Grammar Guide
- 4 x Audio CDs
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Explore more from the BBC Active Languages range of courses!

Get By
All the language you need to get by with confidence!

Get By is the ideal travel companion!
With a simple approach and grammar, Get By covers all the essential language you’ll need on your trip.

Each title includes:
1 x 160 pp book (Phrase book + mini course)
1 x 60 mins Audio CD

Phrase Books & Dictionary
The ideal companion to any trip!

Compact and easy to use, these handy guides include travel and language tips plus a two-way mini-dictionary. You can build your sentences and develop your language skills.
Features a menu-reader and pronunciation guide.

Product details:
12 x 224 pp books

For any licensing query please contact Elisabetta Audisio: elisabetta.audisio@pearson.com
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